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Lord Vishnu has  in  and incarnated each era
out of His various incarnations, His incarnation 
in the form of Lord Krishna holds special 
significance.  is not just Lord Krishna
considered to be the greatest incarnation of Lord 
Vishnu by any normal human beings; even the 
Shastras agree to this belief. He is the only 
incarnation of Lord Vishnu who is considered 
to possess all the sixteen traits of a divine 
being. However, the tragedy with our 
generation is that even though we considered 
Him as God, we never performed various 
Sadhanas related to Him and have thus 
totally ignored Him from this aspect. 

He was a true disciple who learned 
various secret Sadhanas from His  Guru,
Sandeepan. It was by means of these Sadhanas 
only that He was able to defeat many demons, 
He revived the dead son of His Guru, He guided 
the Pandavas to victory and there are many more 
accomplishments under his belt. 

Thus the incarnation day of such a great 

personality is definitely an auspicious day and 
great sadhaks don't waste this day by just 
keeping fast but they perform various Tantrokt 
Sadhanas on this day. 

Each and every God and Goddess are 
associated with a mantra and Lord Krishna is not 
an exception to this. He is associated to the 
mantra  meaning someone who is full of Kleem,
energy. The positive effect of a Mantra Sadhana 
increases multifold if it is performed at the right 
time. It is due to this reason only that various 
texts associated with  and Mantra Tantra 
Sadhanas have mentioned the importance of 
such days and have laid special emphasis on 
them. (Shiva Ratri),  Maharatri Kroor Ratri
(Holi),  (Janamashtmi) and Moh Ratri Kal 
Ratri (Diwali) are few such special days which 
are unparalleled time to perform any Sadhana. 
Every Yogi, Mantrik and Tantrik understand the 
importance of such days and eagerly wait for 
these days to get success in their Sadhanas.
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This sadhana should be performed to 
fulfill your desire. It has been seen that after the 
completion of this Sadhana even those wishes 
get fulfilled which has not been fulfilled even 
after putting your best efforts. One needs 
Manokamna Purti Krishna Yantra, two 
Krishna Kundal eight Kleem Shakti  and 
Vigrahs.

Take a bath around  and get into 9:00 pm
fresh  and sit on a  facing yellow cloth yellow mat
south. wooden plank Take a  and cover it with 
flower petals. Place a picture of revered 
SadGurudev  and  worsh ip  Him wi th 
vermillion, rice grains, flowers etc. Light a 
ghee lamp and  Chant one an incense stick.
round of  and pray to Gurudev for Guru Mantra
success in Sadhana.

 Next place the Manokamna 
Purti Krishna Yantra before  and Gurudev
make a  on it. Do place a beautiful saffron mark
picture of along withLord Krishna  Gurudev's 
picture. Make a mark with saffron on the picture 
too and offer some sweets made of milk to the 
Lord. Next place the two  on Krishna Kundals
each side of the  and make a saffron mark yantra
on them too. Join your palms and meditate on the 
form of  Next place the eight Lord Krishna.
Kleem Shakti Vigrahs around the yantra 
chanting the mantra below. These eight Shakti 
Vighras are the symbol of Goddess Lakshmi, 
Goddess Saraswati, Rati, Preeti, Kirti, Kanti, 
Tushti and Pushti. Sadhak should place one 
Krishna Shakti Vigrah in the specified 
direction mentioned after chanting the mantra.

Om Lakshmyai Namah Poorvadale 
(North Direction)

Om Saraswatyai Namah Aagnevadale

(North-West Direction)
Om Ratyai Namah Dakshindale

(West Direction)
Om Preetyai Namah Naitratyadale

(South-West Direction)
Om Krityai Namah Pashchimdale

(South Direction)
Om Kaantyai Namah Vaayavyadale

(South-East Direction)
Om Tushtyai Namah Uttardale

(East Direction)
Om Pushtayai Namah Eeshaandale 

(North-East Direction)  
Now take some flower petals in both 

hands and chant the below mantra. Then offer 
the flower petals onto the yantra. This process 
has to be repeated   108 times.

Mantra

|| Om Shreem Hreem Kleem 
Krishnaayai Govindaayai 

Swaahaa ||

Eka=
AA Å¡ Jha âha Dyha d`”.kk;S 

xksfoUnk;S Lokgk AA
This completes the Sadhana procedure 

for the day. The Sadhak shall continue to chant 
the above mantra  for next thirty days. 108 times
This completes the Sadhana and the deeply 
desired wish gets fulfilled in no time.

  The letters in His name holds 
special significance.  letter means  “K” energy,
“Ri” means the symbol of great power,  “Sha”
means the one who knows the secret of the 
sixteen traits and  means “Na” one who is able 
to help others attain Nirvana. Thus the word 
Krishna means a person who is capable to 
maintain a balance between the household 
life and nirvana and due to this reason only 
Sadhanas of  is considered to be Lord Krishna
the complete Sadhana as a person can attain both 
worldly possessions as well as nirvana by 
performing them.  

Sadhanas related to hypnotism, quick 
marriage, Rati-Kaamdev related Sadhanas, 
Beauty Sadhana,   or Apsara Yakshni 
Sadhanas, all can be performed on this day. Not 
only this, any Apsara or Yakshni Sadhana can 
also be performed on this auspicious day. The 
Shastra mentions that this day should be utilized 
to perform various Sadhanas and should be 
spent with joy and happiness.

Presented below are few quick and 
highly effective Sadhanas which should be 
performed on this day. It is recommended to 
perform more than one Sadhana so that the 
person can fulfill multiple desires.

No More Unfulfilled Wishes 

Sadhana Articles 780/-
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Paap Mochini Ekadashi    th7  AprilGain Attractive Power
This is a great Sadhana as one gains the 

power to hypnotize any person who comes in his 
or her contact. The greatest advantage of this 
Sadhana is that every one around such a Sadhak 
remains eager to fulfill his or her and find desires 
pleasure in doing so. There is no complex 
procedure associated with this Sadhana and 
hence the chances of failure are minimal. A 
strong magnetic field starts emitting from the 
body of such a person due to which anyone who 
comes in the contact of such a person gets 
attracted towards him, just like a magnet attracts 
iron nails.

  One needs Krishna 
Aakarshna Yantra and Sarvakarshan Rosary 
for this Sadhana. This Sadhana shall be 
performed only after 10 pm on Shri Krishna 
Janamashtmi. Take a bath and get into fresh 
yellow cloth and sit on a  facing yellow mat
south in a closed and preferable isolated room. 
Take a  and cover it too with a wooden plank
fresh . Place a picture of revered yellow cloth
SadGurudev  and worship Him with 
vermillion, rice grains, flowers etc. Light a big 
ghee lamp so that you get ample light in the 
room and an . Do ensure that there incense stick
is no other source of light in the room other than 
the one generated by the lamp. Then chant one 

round of Guru Mantra with the Sarvakarshan 
rosary and pray to  for success in Gurudev
Sadhana.

Next place the  before Gurudev yantra
and make a mark with lamp black. Now chant 1 
round  of the below mantra using the 
Sarvakarshan rosary. 

Mantra

|| Kleem HariKeshaaya 

Namah ||

Eka=
AA Dyha âf”kds'kk; ue% AA

 Try to keep your eyes fixed on the yantra 
gazing on it all the time. Collect the lamp black 
offered to the and keep it at a safe place. yantra 
Also, make a mark on your forehead with this 
lamp black after the completion of the Sadhana. 
This completes the Sadhana procedure. The 
stored lamp black should be used while going 
out in some important meeting, public gathering 
etc. Make a mark of the lampblack on your 
forehead or chest before leaving for the meeting. 
You will be left dazzled to see how people are 
getting moved by your thoughts and are 
completely hypnotized by your charm. 
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